Machine guarding is routinely one of OSHA’s top 10 most frequently cited workplace safety violations. Without the proper protections, moving machine parts can create serious hazards. Help prevent injuries and stay in OSHA compliance with 29 CFR 1910.212 by safeguarding the machinery throughout your facility. Grainger can help.

This turnkey Machine Guarding Service consists of a network of third-party certified engineers who provide a complete machine guarding solution that includes machine audits and assessments, the engineering and design of machine protections, start-to-finish installation service and integrated training on all new equipment and procedures.

**AUDIT & ASSESSMENT**
Trained safety experts provide an on-site assessment that includes inspections of existing machines to determine risk level and guarding compliance as they adhere to OSHA, ANSI and ISO standards.

**ENGINEERING & DESIGN**
Our service providers deliver customized electrical and non-electrical guarding solutions to help mitigate risk and ensure your machines meet critical workplace safety standards.

**INSTALLATION**
Machine guarding professionals will handle the complete installation of the recommended engineering and design solutions.

**TRAINING**
Includes explanations of regulatory requirements plus training for your machine operators, maintenance and safety employees on the newly installed guarding solutions.

**CONTACT YOUR GRAINGER REP TO GET STARTED!**

[LEARN MORE AT GRAINGER.COM/SAFETY](http://GRAINGER.COM/SAFETY)